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(RT1) Poster Always a bestseller, this beautiful combination 
of color and form conveys a highly technical profession 
infused with a creative spirit. The poster is printed in full 
color on glossy paper. 18” x 24”
$6.99 

(RT2) Buttons Buttons have been used to promote 
everything from presidential candidates to bubble gum. This 
one features the 2013 NRTW® illustration. Its laminated no-
scratch coating means your button will look nice for longer. 
1¾” x 2¾”
Pkg/10 $7.99

(RT3) Mylar Balloon Because many hospitals do not allow 
latex, this 18” orange Mylar balloon (helium required) is 
the perfect solution for your NRTW® celebration. These 
balloons are more durable and last longer than latex.
1-10 $3.75, 11+ $3.25

(RT4) Vinyl Banner Make a statement with this 6’ x 3’ 
colorful banner. The durable heavyweight vinyl comes 
complete with tough brass grommets so you can hang it 
indoors or outside. The banner is a great way to promote 
NRTW® to the public and your staff.
$69.95

(RT5) Tent Cards Capture your audience’s attention 
by displaying these tent cards on cafeteria tables or  
in waiting areas. The cards feature the 2013 NRTW® color 
illustration.
Pkg/25 $12.50

(RT6) Bookmarks Compact and effective, bookmarks can 
be used in virtually any situation and are sure to make a 
lasting impression. These make a great giveaway, with the 
full-color NRTW® logo on the front and radiology facts on 
the back. The bookmarks are printed on 12-point CS12 
card stock with high-gloss UV coating. 2” x 7”
Pkg/100 $13.99 

(RT1)

National Radiologic Technology Week® celebrates the important role medical 
imaging and radiation therapy professionals play in patient care and health care 
safety. Celebrate with gifts from ASRT and Jim Coleman, Ltd. featuring the official 
“R.T.s: Positioning Ourselves for Excellence” theme.

Each year, health care organizations nationwide celebrate NRTW with staff recognition 
programs, in-services, public awareness campaigns, official proclamations, community 
forums, open houses and more. 

Let us help you organize your own NRTW celebration this year. The ASRT offers 
testimonials, the best new ideas from others’ celebrations and an online guide to promoting 
the event. Visit www.asrt.org/nrtw for tips and tricks to make your celebration a success.

NOVEMBER 3-9
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(RT7) Classic T-shirt Share your R.T. pride with this 
wearable work of art. This white T-shirt is 100% preshrunk 
cotton and includes the 2013 NRTW® illustration image 
screen-printed in full color. S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3 for each 
XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL) 
1-10 $11.99, 11+ $10.99

(RT8) Ladies T-shirt Fitted for ladies, this preshrunk 100% 
cotton white T-shirt is a great way to promote your profession. 
This shirt features the 2013 NRTW® full-color logo, a double-
needle stitched neckline, sleeves and bottom hem, and a 
seamless collar. S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL), XXXL 
(add $5 for each XXXL)
1-10 $11.99, 11+ $11.49
 
(RT9) Long Sleeve Stay cozy and warm during those early 
morning shifts. Perfect for layering, this long-sleeve T-shirt 
is pre-shrunk 100% combed ringspun cotton. The dynamic 
colors of the 2013 NRTW® logo pop against the shirt’s royal 
blue background. S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL), 
XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
1-10 $16.99, 11+ $16.49

(RT10) Unisex T-shirt This heather sapphire T-shirt featuring 
the 2013 NRTW® logo is sure to become one of your 
favorites. It is made of heavy 100% preshrunk cotton and 
includes a seamless ribbed collar and double-needle stitched 
hemmed sleeves and bottom for better wear. S, M, L, XL, XXL 
(add $3 for each XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
1-10 $11.99, 11+ $11.49

(RT11) Hooded Sweatshirt Keep warm this fall with 
this durable Gildan® dark heather heavy blend hooded 
sweatshirt, made of 50% polyester and 50% cotton. The 
sweatshirt is pill-resistant and made of softer air-jet spun 
yarn. You’ll stay cozy thanks to the double-lined hood 
with matching drawstring, 1x1 athletic rib knit cuffs and 
waistband with spandex, double-needle stitching throughout 
and pouch pocket. S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL), 
XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
1-10 $29.99, 11+ $28.99

(RT12) Mens Pullover Practical for everyday living, this 
1/2 zip pullover is made of soft royal blue fleece. Made 
from 100% polyester, this 8.5 oz. pullover is pill resistant, 
nonallergenic and breathable. The pullover features elastic 
cuffs and waistband, and large side-seam pockets. S, M, L, 
XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
1-10 $39.95, 11+ $38.95

(RT13) TOP SELLER! Ladies Jacket Lightweight warmth in 
a flattering feminine silhouette, this stylish jacket has princess 
seams and flatlock stitched detailing. The jacket weighs only 
6 oz. and is made of 100% polyester. Comprised of wasabi 
green microfleece, the jacket features a full-front dyed-to-
match zipper, raglan sleeves, open cuffs and hem, and two 
front pouch pockets. S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL)
1-10 $39.95, 11+ $38.95

(RT7)

(RT8)

(RT9)

(RT10)

(RT11)

(RT12)

(RT13)
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S (RT14) ADD A SPECIAL GIFT BAG AT A SPECIAL PRICE! 

Gift Bag Include this gift bag for the perfect finishing touch. This 
nonwoven, drawstring gift bag will hold your gifts and demonstrate 
your appreciation to those around you. 9¾” x 11” x 3”
1-10 $1.49, 11+ $1.43

(RT15) NEW! Insulated Shopper This is just the right container 
to bring to the grocery store, beach or picnic. This nonwoven bag 
features foil insulation and has a zippered closure to keep items 
cold. The bag measures 14” x 21” x 5” with 22” handles.
1-10 $6.25, 11+ $5.99
 
(RT16) Budget Tote This lightweight budget shopper tote bag 
is perfect for trips to the market. The tote is made of nonwoven, 
coated water resistant polypropylene and is recyclable, reusable 
and hand-washable. The tote measures 20” x 13”x 8” with 20” 
handles and 8” gusset.
1-10 $1.99, 11+ $1.89

(RT17) Zip Tote The zip tote is perfect for work or play. This tote 
is made of 600D polycanvas with a zippered main compartment 
and comfortable double 23” handles. 14” x 16” x 4”
1-10 $6.99, 11+ $6.49

(RT18) Deluxe Tote Stylish and functional, this business tote 
features a spacious main zippered compartment, front zippered 
pocket with full interior organization, vertical media pocket 
with earbud port access, side mesh, accessory pockets and an 
adjustable shoulder strap. The tote is made of 600D polycanvas 
with nylon accents. 4” x 14” x 15” 
1-10 $15.49, 11+ $14.99
 
(RT19) Messenger Bag This 600D polycanvas messenger bag 
features a large main compartment, flap with Velcro® closure, side 
mesh pocket and an adjustable shoulder strap and carry handle. 
The organization under the flap includes media pocket with an 
earbud port. 3¼” x 13½” x 12¼”
1-10 $10.99, 11+ $9.99

(RT14)

(RT15)

(RT16)

(RT17)

(RT19)

(RT18)
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(RT20) NEW! Lunch Cooler This lightweight, eco-friendly, 
nonwoven lunch cooler features an open main compartment with 
Velcro® flap closure and a unique grommet detail. It also includes 
open-front pocket and clear rear ID window with contrast binding 
and stitching and 6½” handle. 10” x 7” x 4”
1-10 $4.99, 11+ $4.49

(RT21) TOP SELLER! Cooler Tote Spacious and stylish, this eco-
friendly cooler bag is made of a lightweight, nonwoven material. A 
heat-sealed lining keeps food or drinks cold or warm. With enough 
room to hold up to 12 cans, you’ll have plenty of space to pack 
the healthiest of lunches. 16” x 10¼” x 5½”
1-10 $7.99, 11+ $7.49

(RT22) NEW! Duffel This all-purpose sport duffel will help you 
stay committed to your exercise routine. The duffel features a 
large zippered compartment, comfortable shoulder straps and 
top-grab handles. The duffel is made of strong 600D polyester and 
measures 18” x 11” x 9”. 
1-10 $9.99, 11+ $9.49

(RT23) TOP SELLER! Deluxe Sling Pack Prepare for the entire 
day’s activities with this utilitarian sling pack. Convenient for 
holding frequently needed accessories, this pack includes a 
zippered pocket with ear port, a cell phone zippered holder and a 
pen-loop on the back strap. Made of durable 600D polyester with 
PVC backing, this item features a diagonal dual-zippered opening 
to the main compartment, a diagonal dual-zippered front pocket, 
one open elastic mesh pocket and an extra zipper side pocket with 
inside mesh open pocket. 13” x 19” x 7”
1-10 $15.99, 11+ $14.99

(RT24) NEW! Cinch Pack Designed to throw over your shoulder 
or carry like a backpack, this drawstring bag offers versatility. 
Made of strong 600D polycanvas, this pack features an open 
main compartment with a cinch top and a large front pocket with 
Velcro® closure. 13½” x 17½”
1-10 $6.49, 11+ $5.99

(RT20)

(RT21)

(RT22)

(RT23)

(RT24)
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(RT25) Hot N Cold Tumbler Some like it hot and some like it 
cold. With this 20 oz., double-wall, BPA-free acrylic tumbler, 
you can have both: a screw-on lid that has a pull-up stopper 
for drinking hot beverages and an integrated straw for cold 
beverages. Do not microwave. Hand wash only. 8¾” x 2¾”
1-10 $10.99, 11+ $10.49

(RT26) Travel Tumbler Take your favorite hot beverage 
anywhere you go. This 14 oz. travel tumbler features stainless steel 
with plastic liner, double-wall construction and a push-on lid with 
slide-lock drink opening. 
1-10 $6.99, 11+ $6.49

(RT27) NEW! Sport Bottle with Straw Conveniently sip without 
spilling your drink. This 24 oz. plastic bottle features an integrated 
straw, a screw-on, spill-resistant, sip-top lid and an easy carry 
handle. The bottle is BPA-free and meets FDA requirements.
1-10 $7.25, 11+ $6.75

(RT28) NEW! Mug to Go Now you can enjoy your favorite hot 
beverage in a ceramic mug even while you’re out and about. This 
10 oz. ceramic mug comes with a removable travel lid. 
1-10 $5.49, 11+ $4.99

(RT29) Stadium Cup This cup is perfect for every NRTW® 
celebration. The blue 16 oz. plastic cup makes a great  
collectable each year.
1-10 $0.85, 11+ $0.75

(RT25)

(RT26)

(RT27)

(RT28)

(RT29)
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(RT30) Stylus Pen It’s not just a pen – this medium-point, 
twist-action ballpoint pen includes a rubber tip stylus to help 
navigate your mobile devices. The pen also has a rubber  
grip for writing comfort and control and writes with black ink.
1-10 $1.99, 11+ $1.89
 
(RT31) Breeze Pen Writing with this pen is a breeze! Writing 
is smooth and effortless with black PaperMate® ink, and the 
rubberized grip provides comfort and control. It’s a great gift that 
everyone will use and appreciate.
1-10 $1.99, 11+ $1.89
 
(RT32) NEW! Inkjoy Pen Inkjoy revolutionizes the writing 
experience by combining the best qualities of PaperMate® 
ballpoint and gel pen technologies. Inkjoy offers incredible 
smoothness and a fast dry time to help avoid messy smearing.
$0.99 each, Pkg/25 $22.99
 
(RT33) Click Pen This colorful click pen with a wraparound 
imprint will catch your eye and is easy on your wallet. Black ink.  
Pkg/25 $22.49

(RT34) NEW! Executive Pen Beautiful and functional, this 
ballpoint pen is retractable, lacquer-coated brass and nickel-plated 
and includes a black German ink cartridge with a Swiss nib. This 
pen comes with a velvet gift pouch, adding a special touch. 
1-10 $3.99, 11+ $3.75
 
(RT35) Finger Bone Pen Turn heads with this anatomically 
correct finger bone pen. It writes in black ink. 6½”
1-10 $2.29, 11+ $2.19

(RT36) Bone Pen A bit whimsical yet fully functional, this pen is a 
great conversation piece, giving you the opportunity to talk about 
what you do. It writes in black ink.
1-10 $1.79, 11+ $1.69

(RT37) Mini Notebook Great for notes or to-do lists, this spiral 
notebook with magnetic closure includes 70 ruled pages, a 25 
sheet 3”x 3” sticky memo pad, a 25 sheet 3”x 2” sticky memo 
pad and sticky flags in 5 assorted colors. The front cover is made 
of recycled cardboard and the item includes a recycled cardboard 
ballpoint pen. ¾” x 5¼” x 6”
1-10 $4.25, 11+ $3.99

(RT38) Weekly Planner Plan a full year one week at a time. In 
this weekly planner, there’s plenty of room for jotting down daily 
appointments and important dates. It also includes a two-year 
reference calendar, holidays, advanced planning, and address 
and telephone directory. 3½” x 6¼”
1-10 $3.99, 11+ $3.79

(RT39) Sticky Notes Write reminders and make to-do lists 
whenever and wherever you need on these 3M Post-It® notes. 
The 3” x 4” pad includes 50 sheets with adhesive backs.
1-10 $1.49, 11+ $1.39

(RT30) (RT31) (RT32) (RT33) (RT34)

(RT35)

(RT36)

(RT37)

(RT38)

(RT39)
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E (RT40) ID Holder Keep your badge close at hand with this 40” 

auto-retract cord, which includes a quality swivel alligator clip 
attachment and sealed weather-resistant case. 21/8” x 3¼” x .35”
1-10 $3.49, 11+ $3.39

(RT41) Skeleton Key Chains These fun, colorful skeleton key chains 
are sure to be a hit! Key chains come in an assortment of neon 
colored skeletons with silver rhinestone eyes, arms and legs that jiggle. 
Pkg/10 $13.99

(RT42) Spine Key Ring We’ve got your back! Get this fun keychain.  
1-10 $2.49, 11+ $2.39

(RT43) Keylite Keep a light right at your fingertips when locking your 
car or house at night with this round, plastic, blue keylite. Simply press 
the button to activate the LED light. The item comes with a metal key 
chain and split key ring. Button cell batteries included.
1-10 $1.89, 11+ $1.79

(RT44) PhotoVision Key Ring Commemorate NRTW® with full color, 
high-resolution imprinting in beautiful polished silver with durable 
polyurethane doming that protects the imprint. The item arrives in a 
black gift box. ¾” x 1” 
1-10 $3.99 11+ $3.75
 
(RT45) NEW! Flashlight Shine light wherever you want with this dual 
setting flashlight. Shine light from the front or from the side with just the 
push of a button. The flashlight has a push power button, a rubberized 
finish and includes two AAA batteries. Approximate size: 43/8”.
1-10 $5.49, 11+ $5.25
 
(RT46) Umbrella Stay shaded or dry with this full-size nylon 
umbrella. The umbrella features an automatic stick release with metal 
shaft and wood handle, and its extra sturdy construction makes it 
great for sporting events, outdoor concerts or just a rainy day. The 
umbrella closes to 33” and has a 48” arc.
1-10 $12.99, 11+ $12.49
 
(RT47) NEW! Lapel Pin Proudly display your pride for your 
profession! This round metal lapel pin with gold trim and magnetic 
closure and backing includes the 2013 NRTW® logo. 1” in diameter. 
1-10 $3.49, 11+ $3.39

(RT40)

(RT41)

(RT42)

(RT43)

(RT44)

(RT45)

(RT46)

(RT47)
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(RT48) Hand Sanitizer This convenient, ultra-slim, FDA-approved 
antibacterial spray fits easily in your pocket or purse and provides 
approximately 120 sprays of citrus-scented hand sanitizer. 33/8” x 3¼”
1-10 $3.25, 11+ $3.15
 
(RT49) NEW! TOP SELLER! Salad Shaker Set Eat healthy in a jiffy! 
This 3 piece salad shaker set holds up to 4 cups of salad. The fork 
slides into the lid for convenient storage, and the removable dressing 
container nests in the lid and holds up to 4 tablespoons of dressing. 
The set meets FDA requirements. 8”
1-10 $4.99, 11+ $4.75

(RT50) Outdoor Blanket This roll-up picnic blanket is 52” x 47” and 
made of polyester plaid fleece with lining and water resistant PVC 
backing. The blanket easily folds and is secured with a Velcro® closure, 
and includes an attached handle for easy carrying, 12” x 6” when 
folded. Surface washable.
1-10 $16.25, 11+ $15.75

(RT51) Coin Pouch Perfect for coins or other small keepsakes, this 
zippered pouch keeps small items from getting lost. The pouch is made 
of PVC and 600D polyester. 4¼” x 3”
1-10 $1.79, 11+ $1.69

(RT52) Thank You Cookies Here’s a sweet way to say “thank you” 
to your staff: send them each a delicious sugar cookie topped with 
Belgian dark chocolate. Each 3.2” cookie is individually wrapped in a 
black and brown “Thank You” wrapper. 
Box/50 $99.99

GIFT SET
Get a perfect ready-made gift  

for the special people around you!  
This gift set includes the Travel Tumbler,  

Mini Notebook and Stylus Pen.  
All items arrive in a nonwoven  

drawstring gift bag.

Only $12.99!

(RT48)

(RT49)

(RT50)

(RT51)

(RT52)

(RT53)
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(RT54) TEAM Straw Tumbler Stay hydrated 
with this 16 oz. double-wall tumbler with a screw-
on, spill-resistant lid with matching straw. The 
Radiologic Technology TEAM names wrap around 
the tumbler. The tumbler is BPA-free and meets  
FDA requirements. Approximate size: 7¾”.
1-10 $6.29, 11+ $5.99

(RT55) NEW! TEAM Tumbler A new spin on 
the popular party cup, this 16 oz. cup is durable 
and reusable. The party tumbler is insulated with 
a double wall and can be used for both hot and 
cold beverages. The Radiologic Technology  
TEAM names wrap around the tumbler. The lid  
has both a thumb slide and a hole for a straw.  
The cup is made of stain and odor-resistant  
Tritan® material. 5½” x 2¾” 
1-10 $8.99, 11+ $8.49

(RT56) TOP SELLER! TEAM Pouch Neoprene 
device pouch with zippered closure and a 
carabiner fits a variety of small devices including 
the new iPad® Mini and Kindle® Fire. 8” x 5” x 1”
1-10 $5.49, 11+ $4.99

(RT54)

(RT55)

(RT56)

(RT57)

(RT58)

(RT59)
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(RT57) NEW! TEAM Sling Pack This sling 
backpack is made of strong 600D polyester 
and is perfect for carrying your personal items 
while on the go! Features a diagonal zippered 
compartment with inside sleeve fitted for an 
iPad® or tablet and built-in ear port inside of the 
back padded panel. Also includes a diagonal 
front open pocket, three exterior pen loops, a 
side elastic mesh pocket for a water bottle or 
accessories, and a cross body single adjustable 
shoulder strap. 12” x 16” x 4”
1-10 $9.49, 11+ $8.99

(RT58) TEAM Boat Tote Perfect for work, 
grocery shopping, beach trips, the library and 
more, this large tote bag is made of strong 
600D polycanvas. It features a large open main 
compartment, front open pocket and double 23” 
handles. 3¾” x 181/8” x 113/16”
1-10 $5.49, 11+ $4.99

(RT59) TOP SELLER! TEAM Cooler Extra large 
cooler bag with double-zippered top closure, side 
pocket, mesh water bottle pocket and large front 
zippered pocket. The cooler is made of 600D 
polyester with adjustable shoulder strap and two 
handles for easy carrying. 14” x 8” x 8” 
1-10 $13.99, 11+ $13.49
 

(RT60) TEAM T-Shirt It takes a team to do a good 
job, and this shirt shows it! The T-shirt features the 
TEAM logo surrounded by the various radiologic 
technology specialty areas. This heather indigo shirt 
is made of 100% cotton. S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3 for 
each XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
1-10 $10.99, 11+ $9.99

(RT61) TOP SELLER! TEAM Jersey Promote your 
team effort! This gray baseball T-shirt is made of 
preshrunk 100% heavyweight cotton and has 
three-quarter length royal blue raglan sleeves. The 
shirt also has double-needle stitched sleeves and a 
hemmed bottom, and is printed with the Radiologic 
Technology TEAM one-color logo. S, M, L, XL, XXL 
(add $3 for each XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
1-10 $16.99, 11+ $15.99

(RT62) TEAM Bones T-shirt This 100% cotton, 
black T-shirt shows your professional pride- no ifs, 
ands or bones about it! The shirt features the TEAM 
“bones” logo surrounded by the various specialty 
areas. S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $3 for each XXL), XXXL 
(add $5 for each XXXL)
1-10 $11.99, 11+ $10.99

(RT63) TEAM ID Holder This square, retractable 
chrome badge holder with a 40” heavy-duty anti-
twist nylon cord, durable vinyl strap, and a stainless 
steel 360-degree swivel alligator clip back features 
the TEAM logo. Tested to 150,000 retractions.  
1-10 $3.49, 11+ $3.39

(RT64) TEAM Sunglasses Your team shines so 
brightly that sunglasses are definitely required. 
These Malibu sunglasses look great and provide 
100% UVA and UVB protection. They fold down 
to a convenient size and come in a gift pouch. 
1-10 $4.99, 11+ $4.75

(RT65) TEAM Chocolate Bar Be sure to 
include everyone on the TEAM with this 2” x 
5” chocolate bar made from the finest Belgian 
chocolate and guaranteed fresh for one year. It 
features a TEAM wrapper and molded chocolate 
and is sold in lots of 50 bars. 
$99.99 per box of 50.
Call for pricing on more than 10 boxes.

(RT66) TEAM Chocolate Reward your team 
with milk chocolate puzzle pieces. Each one 
measures 2” x 3” and is individually wrapped in 
clear cellophane. OU-D certified Kosher Dairy.
Box/50 $64.99

(RT60) (RT61) (RT62)

(RT63)

(RT64)

(RT65)

(RT66)
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(RT67) HEART T-Shirt This attractive heather navy T-shirt 
features the “HeaR.T.” logo on 6.1-ounce, 100% cotton 
with double-needle neck, sleeves and hem. S, M, L, XL, 
XXL (add $3 for each XXL), XXXL (add $5 for each XXXL)
1-10 $11.99, 11+ $10.99

(RT68) HEART ID Holder Wear your heart on your 
sleeve! This chrome heart-shaped retractable badge reel 
features a stainless steel 360-degree swivel alligator 
clip back and an anti-twist 40” cord. Tested to 150,000 
retractions. 3½” x 1¼” x 5/16”
1-10 $3.49, 11+ $3.25

(RT69) Therapist Badge Reel Draw everyone’s attention 
to your commitment to the profession while also keeping 
your ID in a safe place. This badge reel features a 40” 
auto-retract cord, quality swivel alligator clip attachment 
and sealed weather-resistant case. 21/8” x 3¼” x .35”
1-10 $3.49, 11+ $3.39
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(RT67)

(RT68)

(RT70) NEW! Therapist Tumbler 
This 16 oz. tumbler is made of acrylic 
and stainless steel with a plastic inner 
liner. The tumbler features a screw-on, 
spill-resistant, slide-action lid.
1-10 $7.99, 11+ $7.49

(RT71) NEW! Therapist Lunch Bag Get this 
affordable and stylish lunch bag made of 70D nylon 
with a PEVA lining. It features a main compartment 
with a Velcro® flap closure, front pocket and a side 
mesh pocket. 7½” x 9½” x 4½” 
1-10 $6.99, 11+ $6.49

(RT69)

(RT70)

(RT71)
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(RT72) RT ID Holder The 40” auto-retract cord on this 
ID holder makes it a cinch to display your identification. 
It includes a quality swivel alligator clip attachment and 
sealed weather-resistant case. 21/8” x 3¼” x .35”
1-10 $3.39, 11+ $3.29

(RT73) NEW! RT 2 in 1 Tumbler This 16 oz. double-wall 
acrylic tumbler features a push on thumb-slide lid for hot 
beverages and an acrylic straw with stopper for cold 
beverages. The tumbler is BPA-free. 6½” x 2½”
1-10 $7.99, 11+ $7.75

(RT74) NEW! RT Water Bottle This 24-oz. water bottle 
is made of durable Tritan® material that is BPA-free. The 
bottle is single-wall constructed with a twist-on lid with flip-
top drinking spout. Do not microwave. Hand wash only.
1-10 $6.75, 11+ $6.49

(RT75) RT Lapel Pin Throughout history, die-struck pins 
have been an enduring symbol of value and prestige. 
The R.T. pin has the look of fine jewelry at a fraction of 
the cost and demonstrates the commitment, innovation 
and quality of radiologic technologists. The pin includes 
tie-tack backing. 
1-10 $3.99, 11+ $3.49

(RT76) RT Cooler This two tone insulated 6-pack cooler 
is made of 600D polyester with PVC backing and 
features a main zippered compartment with PEVA heat 
seal lining, two mesh water bottle holders, open front 
pocket and an adjustable shoulder strap. 8½” x 7” x 6”
1-10 $8.99, 11+ $8.49

(RT72)

(RT73)

(RT74)

(RT75)

(RT76)
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SAMPLE KIT 
Surprise your high achievers with a collection of  

NRTW® products. This collection of gifts is perfect for 
door prizes or to hand out to your staff. The kit comes 
with one poster for you to display in your radiology 

department or waiting area, acknowledging your staff 
and the important role they play in the health care 

process. It also includes one of each of the following:  
ID Holder, Messenger Bag, Zip Tote, Cooler Tote,  
Lunch Cooler, Insulated Shopper, Sport Bottle with  

Straw, Travel Tumbler, Breeze Pen, Bone Pen,  
Mini Notebook and Flashlight.

Total value is more than $75;  
as a bundle you pay  

only $67.99.

(RT77)

PROMO KIT 
Let your walls promote National  

Radiologic Technology Week®. This 
bundle comes with one poster, one  

package of 25 tent cards for display in your 
department or waiting area and one large 
vinyl banner to prominently display indoors  

or outdoors to acknowledge your staff  
and department throughout the year.

Total value is more than $89; 
as a bundle you pay  

only $79.99.

(RT78)

CELEBRATION KIT 
This kit includes all the items you need to  

kick off your celebration. The bundle  
includes one Mylar balloon (requires helium), 
a poster for your department or other common 

area, a package of 25 tent cards for tables  
in your break room or waiting area and  
one package of 10 buttons to recognize  

staff members.

Total value is more than $31; 
as a bundle you pay  

only $28.99.

(RT79)

(RT80) 
COMBO KIT 

Treat your staff to more than a bare 
bones celebration and get all three kits! 

When you buy this kit, you’ll receive  
an even better value and get each item 

as described in the Sample Kit,  
Promo Kit and Celebration Kit.

$168.99
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ITEM #  PRICE TOTAL
RT7 Classic T-shirt  
S  M   L   XL  XXL (add $3 ea.)  XXXL (add $5 ea.)

RT8 Ladies T-shirt      
S  M   L   XL  XXL (add $3 ea.)  XXXL (add $5 ea.)

RT9 Long Sleeve     
S  M   L   XL  XXL (add $3 ea.)  XXXL (add $5 ea.)

RT10 Unisex T-shirt  
S  M   L   XL  XXL (add $3 ea.)  XXXL (add $5 ea.)

RT11 Hooded Sweatshirt  
S  M   L   XL  XXL (add $3 ea.)  XXXL (add $5 ea.)  

RT12 Mens Pullover  
S  M   L   XL  XXL (add $3 ea.)  XXXL (add $5 ea.)

RT13 Ladies Jacket  
S  M   L   XL  XXL (add $3 ea.)

RT60 TEAM T-shirt  
S  M   L   XL  XXL (add $3 ea.)  XXXL (add $5 ea.)

RT61 TEAM Jersey T-shirt  
S  M   L   XL  XXL (add $3 ea.)  XXXL (add $5 ea.)

RT62 TEAM Bones T-shirt  
S  M   L   XL  XXL (add $3 ea.)  XXXL (add $5 ea.)

RT67 HEART T-shirt  
S  M   L   XL  XXL (add $3 ea.)  XXXL (add $5 ea.)

Subtotal 

9% Tax (IL only) 

Shipping/Handling† 

TOTAL 

METHOD OF PAYMENT (check one)

   Pre-Payment: make checks payable to 
Jim Coleman, Ltd.

   VISA/MasterCard/American Express: 
Fax to 1-847-963-8200, or online:  
www.asrt.org/nrtw

CARD #    

EXP. DATE

   Purchase Order: 
Fax to 1-847-963-8200 NO PHONE ORDERS 
1. The vendor on your purchase order  
must be Jim Coleman, Ltd. 
2. PURCHASE ORDERS MUST BE FAXED.  
Submit a copy of the actual purchase order  
document with completed order form. Purchase  
requisitions are not acceptable. 

SHIP TO (Please print clearly.)
 HOME      FACILITY

NAME

INSTITUTION

ADDRESS

CITY     STATE ZIP

DAYTIME PHONE

FAX

E-MAIL

(order and shipping confirmation will be emailed)

Items are subject to availability.  
Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. 

Order by October 21 to ensure delivery for 
National Radiologic Technology Week.

CONTACT INFO
email: service@jimcolemanltd.com 
customer service: 847-963-8100
fax: 847-963-8200
online: www.asrt.org/nrtw
mail:  Jim Coleman, Ltd.,1500 South Hicks Road, Ste. 400 

Rolling Meadows, IL 60008

NATIONAL RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY WEEK 2013 ORDER FORM

AP E-MAIL

† SHIPPING & HANDLING CHARGES
$4.99 or less —$3.50 
$5.00-$25.00 — $7.50
$25.01-$60.00 — $9.95
$60.01-$100.00 — $11.50
$100.01-$149.99 — $14.95
$150.00 and above — add 10% of subtotal

Within the Continental USA we ship US Mail and UPS Ground. Alaska, 
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, US Territories and Canada orders incur double 
shipping charges and in most cases are shipped US Mail. Overseas 
orders require a third party account number for shipping charges and 
we charge a $10 handling fee. For inquiries please contact Customer 
Service at service@jimcolemanltd.com or 847-963-8100.

ITEM # ITEM NAME (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) PRICE QTY TOTAL
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PRSRT STD
US POSTAGE

PAID
MT. PROSPECT, IL

PERMIT 151

15000 Central Ave. SE
Albuquerque, NM 87123-3909

NOVEMBER 3-9

NRTW® is a trademark of the American Society of Radiologic Technologists

You could win $300 in NRTW® products  
to bring your event to life.

View the official rules at www.asrt.org/nrtw.


